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THB INFLUENCB OF ORPIIIIENT IN SHELLAC

THE PROTECTNTE PNbPPNTTNS

OF THE VARNISH.
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Small amounts of orpirnent are'usually added in the

manufacture of darlc.gradei of shellac in order to render these

samples light-coloured and therefore more attractive. Ih recent
times. hoivever, obiection is raised to this practice on the

etoond that. the pr"esefice of orpiment adversely afiects the
-oroperties of'the shellac and interferes in the process of its
ippiication, e.8.,' in the bleaching industry. Views are at

th6 same time 
.held 

by some that orpiment imparts some

beneficial proper.,ties to. tLe shellac. [t was, therefore,.intended
to test the accuracy of these staternents and determine
exactly the efiect of orpiment addition, on t'he resulting
shellai. In this .paBer an-attempt has been made to find out

lhe extent to whictr orpiment affects, beneficially or adversely,

itie protective properti-es of the shellac film as is obtained
with a coating varnish.

Experimental'
samples of shellac containing varying quantities of

orpiment were prepared by the cbuntry_ method in the

;;;;;"tal lac flctbry attached to the Lac Research Instifute ;

;;a;;i;;ples, free fiom orpiment, were also prepared from

td-;h;;e'ed 'lacs. The orliment content of the samp.les

*u. J"l"t-ined by a. modifi-cation of the Gooch-Browning
mEthod.l

. SO.l varnishes were prepared in the cold, using.as solvent

u *i*t,ii" of I00 parts of gS% ethyl alcoh-ol and 5 parts .of
;;;;;;thyi alcohol' Films were prepared on glass slides by
ifr;-$i;;i"R mtithod regulating the 

-time and duration of

;i";irs a; ?et fil'ns of ai'proximately the same thickness in

"'u"ii 
iuiu. in the absen&'of a. constant temperature-humidity

i6r*4"r, aryi*g was carried _ou! at room temper.ature and

frr*iaiti. As tie tests are relative, however,..arufl as all the
nm" t"i any particular test were. Flepared- at.the same time,
tf,ris would,irot detract from the value of the tests in a$lr way.
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Colour of Varnish.

Addition of orpiment renders the varnish lemon-yellow
in colour when sulficient quantity of orpiment is piesent.
When the shellac is particularly dark, however, the rbsulting
varnish looks greenish. A number of varnishes from
orpiment-containing shellacs r,vere filtered free from suspended
orpiment. These were compared with varnishes from their
control, orpiment-free shellacs treated' in the. same way. In
the majority of cases the colours of solutions of corresponding
arsenicated and non-arsenicated shellacs were identical, In
a few cases differences in colour were noted but these were
only extremely small. It is indicated, therefore, that the
orpiment has not chemically affected the colouring matter
of the resin during manufacture into shellac. The lighter
colour of the varnish is, therefore, due to the optical effect
of the dispersion of fine particles of orpiment in the solution.

Appearance of the Film.
Films with excess of orpiment in a coarse form have a

rough uneven surface. If, however, only fine particles of
orpiment are present in the varnish, the film will be yellowish
but quite smooth, glossy and acceptable. Dark coloured
woods will appear greenish r,vhen too much orpiment is
present but when only small quantities are present, as is
usually the case in commercial practice, even this defect
will not be very apparent.

Effect of Water.
Tests were made to find out the effect of immersion in

water.
In one series of experiments, the films were prepared

on glass and, after drying and trimming to remove the thick
portions at the edge, immersed in distilled rvater for 2 days.
Partial blushing was observed in all cases and no distinct
difference could be noticed in the behaviour of difierent films.

A quantitative test was also rnade to find out the amount
of watei absorbed by various films as a result of water
immersion ; but again no definite, marked difierences in the
water absorbing capacity could be observed.

In a second set of experiments it rvas proposed to test
the effect of water immersion on an absorbent material coated
with the various varnishes under examination. Teak wood
panels were coated by dipping and after the film was
thoroughly dry, the specimens were kept immersed in water
for a week,
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Some of the test specimens were badly affected with
chalking, others to a smaller extent ; but orpiment was found
to have no efiect either way. It was observed that a smooth
and fine-grained surface 

-'nl'ould 
withstand the effect of

moisture better than a rough, coarse-grained surface ; possibly,
a continuous protective film would be obtained in the
former case.

Scratch Hardness.

To determine the relative hardness of the films, tests
were carried out with a scratch hardness tester of the weighted
needle type made by Messrs. Griffin and Tatlock, Loadon,
according to the Air Ministry specification and similar in
principle to that used by Mardles 2. The end-point was
determined in each case by noting the approximate weight
required to scratch the entire thickness of the film and exp_o_se

the glass surface under the greater part of the scratch. The
thic[ness of the film close to the sciatch was then measured
with a film-guage and was found to be 20-25 microns in
each case.

Films were prepared by the spinning method and in one
series of experiments, the varnish rvas shaken before taking
out for the preparation of the film. This method was, however,
considered not strictly comparative as the very coarse
particles of orpiment would render the films much rirore
uneven than is found in practice. In the second series of
tests, therefore, the coarsel particles of orpiment were allowed
to settle overnight leaving only a fine suspension of orpiment
in the varnish. A large quantity of orpiment was, neverthe-
less, present in these tests as rvell.

The following tables indicate the results obtained.
TABLE I.

Scratch hardness of films
withowt sedimentation of orpitnent.

I
I

Sample
No. f As, Su

Control
0.67
1.15

Control
2,3+

IN KILOS REPUIRED FOR
SCRATCHING.

days' A|ter 2 weeks'

I
c
J

4
J

t.t5-1.20
t.20-1.25
1.10-1.15

t.20-1.25
1.05-1.10

1.70-1.80
1.80-?.00
1.80-2.00

2.00-2.20
1.80-2.00
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TABLE II.
Scratch hardness of f.lms

witb partial sedimmtation' of orpiment.

\
l-{.
+

Sample
No..

lAs, S,

1

2
aJ

4
5

6-

Control
0.67
1.15

Control
2.34

Control
0.30

2.6A-2"70
1.90-230
1.80-1.90

1.60-1.70
1.60-t.70

2.20-2.30
2.30-2.40

2.60-2.V0
23A-2,+0
2.10-2:2A

1,.80-1.90
1.70-1.80

2.50-2:60
2.30-2.+0

It should be mentioned that one colum'n of results cannot
be compared with another as the tests were carried out
under rbom conditions of temperature and humidity. A11

the tests in any one column were, however, done under
identical conditions so that the. values for orpiment samples

and th'e corresponding controls are strictly comparable.
It will be 

-seen fiom the above tables'that the efiect of
oroiment, though not marked consideriog the dfficulty of
oblainine sttrctli uniform films of identical thickness, seems

to be t6 lower the hardness of the film to a small extent.
This is probably due t9 th-e. particles of the orpiment
interferinf with the adhesion dthe film-

Resistance to Abrasion. '
ffus: ;comsara,tive resistance of the varnish fi1ms to

abnasive action was n'ext tested.

Fihss \#ere prepared or0 glass as for harclness tests and
,tested with an ipparatus similar to Gardner's arrangements.
e*.rv. powder of lO-00 mesh size was used as abrasive and
in" nii* o[ abrasive was checked when the film was just
abraileil enough to show up the glass surface at anY point.

The thickness of the film close to the point was measlred and
tt e abrasion factor #t####fu. was determined for each

rnean values frorn four tests have been given in
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each case,
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TABLE III.
Resistance of filrus to abrgsion

after 3 duys' d,ryi'ng.

FACTO'R.

./ Sanople
D{.s.

1-

'2
3

4
J

6
7

Conkol
0.67
1.15

Control
2.3+

Control
0.30

508
ny

475 :
4+Q

With partial
sedir,nentation.

888
599
835'

550
519

9t)L
925.

trt is clear from the above i-"tt" tfrut, except .in one
instance, the tendency qf orpiment has been to lower, to a
small extent, the resistance of the film to abrasive action..

,Exposure Tests.

Thewe'atheriog properties of the varnish films were next
:taken up for investigation.

Teak wood panels were planed and sanded well to give
a srnooth surJace. A primary coat of shellae rvarnish was
then given to the entire panel in order tb protect the
unexposed sides and also serve as a filler for the side to be
exposed. After drying, one face was rubbed down with'
sard-paper.and coated with the test varnish by the method
of spinning without se<limerrtation of orpiment; The speci-.
m€qs containing orpirarent had a rough 

-and 
unever; surface

due ts the large particles .sticking 'out of the film. The test
panels were elposed outside facing the sun at .an anglg _9!
450. The tanperatme of solar radiation railged frorn .9f-950
in the earlier part of the test.

No apparent change in the condition of the frbrr was
noticed for two weeks. A wet and windy @y occurred,
followeil by a cloudy and braezy day with a heavy mist on
the day after- Irnmediatetry afterwards, a break-down of the
film was noticed fur places in tle case of all specimens.
Later, when the effecl of dry heat was felt, cracks ileveloped

I
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*nd a ioss of gloss was also noticed. All the specimens
were similarly afiected but, in general, the orpiment samples
had suffered slightly r-nore than the controls.

In the second series of experiments, the panels were
prepared in the same way but were coated with the test
varnish af.ter partial sedimentation of orpiment. The speci-
mens were then exposed to the ultraviolet radiation from a
mercury lamp under atmospheric conditions of humidity.
The temperature obtained in the vicinity of the specimens
was about 850F. As the tests were comparative, no attempt
was made to simulate the actual weather conditions but
since it had been founda that the exposure of a wet film
had the maximum deteriorating effect, the panels were
sprayed with water at the commencement of each day's
exposure with the view of accelerating the break-down.

In a few days blistering was observed to a variable
extent, accompanied by a pronounced blushing at the lower
edges where the specimens \,vere in longer contact with the
sprayed water. Very small patches of chalking were also to
be noticed. After about four weeks' exposure the films lost
their gloss, the dullness varying in different cases. The films
were intact in all cases and satisfactory excepting for the
slight defects mentioned above.

As regards the effect of orpiment, it was observed that
it had no influence on the weathering properties of the film.
It is to be concluded, therefore, that if the orpiment is in a
sufficiently fine form not to interfere seriously with the
adhesion of the film, it is possible that the varnish r,vill not
suffer in any way due to its presence. In the foregoing
exposure tests, the coarse particles of orpiment were probably
loosened from the film due to the expansion and contraction
of the latter and were then taken away by the wind and rain.

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the above
tests have been made with considerably more orpiment than
is actually met with in practice with the object of accentuating
the effect. Except in rare cases, the orpiment actually present
in the shellac of commerce rvould hardly exceed 0.5"/. and,
perhaps never 17* The effect of orpiment can only be,
therefore, at the worst, of the degree indicated in the
foregoing tests.

Summary.
1. The influence of large quantities of orpiment irt shellac

on some of the 'properties of the resulting varnish has been
studied by means of comparative tests made with and with-
out the addition of orpiment in the manufacture of shellac.
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2. Tests on the colour of filtered varnishes go to indicate
that the lighter colour of orpimented shellac is due only to the
optical effect as a resttlt of the suspension of fine orpiment
and not to any chemical action on the colour of the resin.

3. Varnishes containing orpiment give films which are of
satisfactory colour and appearance, provided too much
orpiment has not been used.

+. No distinct difference has been noticed in the
behaviour of films towards water, either on glass or on r,vood.

5. An excess of orpiment tends to reduce the scratch-
hardness of the film and its resistance to abrasion.

6. A large quantity of orpiment shortens, to a small extent,
the life of the film on exposure to weather conditions. A fair
amount present in a fine form may not, however, adversely
affect the resistance of the film.

7. No useful purpose appears to be served by the use of
orpiment from the point of viei,v of the protective properties
of the varnish film.
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